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NEW QUESTION: 1
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer:
Explanation:
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Answer: A,E
Explanation:
EC2 run command - can run scripts, install software, collect
metrics and log files, manage patches and more. Bringing these
two services together - can create CloudWatch Events rules that
use EC2 Run Command to perform actions on EC2 instances or
on-premises servers.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which description of the Visore tool is true?

A. It is a tool used to report API calls that are made by the
GUI to the APIC.
B. It is an object store that existing on the APIC which can
directly query the managed objects.
C. It is a tool within USC Director that allows the user to
view the end point database.
D. It reports the current managed object in the bottom left
hand corner of the GUI windows.
Answer: B
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